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The measurement and visualization of three-dimensional radial and vectored magnetic field distribution based on the magnetic com-
puted tomography (CT) method have been reported. Applying the method, it is possible to measure a surrounding magnetic field such
as a spherical region by using a simple probe, which is not limited to the measurement of two-dimensional magnetic field distribution. It
has been shown that the magnetic field distribution of a spherical surface covering a sample object can be visualized from the measured
and calculated results with a spherical CT probe and CT reconstruction algorithm.
Index Terms—Magnetic computed tomography (CT) method, magnetic field measurement, spherical magnetic CT probe, spherical
magnetic field visualization.
I. INTRODUCTION
THERE ARE many kinds of magnetic sensors, i.e., Flux-gate sensors, MI and MR sensors, and superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) sensors for measuring a
magnetic field. These are capable of also measuring dc fields.
In order to know a surrounding magnetic field of an object,
usually a scanning measurement is performed repetitively with
these sensors. However, this method has a problem in the case
of measuring narrow areas of equipment inside an air gap due
to the size of measurement equipment. Moreover, a scanning
measurement needs a lot of measuring time. To solve this
problem, the computed tomography (CT) method [1], [2] is
applicable. By use of this method, with a simple probe that
is called the magnetic CT probe [3], an ac magnetic field is
easily measured and visualized at a time. The principle of
two-dimensional (2-D) magnetic CT algorithms has been re-
ported so far. Furthermore, as a development of a multidi-
mensional magnetic driving system such as a spherical surface
motor [4], the measurement with no limitation to the plane dis-
tribution will be requested in future. In this paper, we propose
the new idea of measurement magnetic flux distribution on a
curved surface, as shown in Fig. 1. Then, the advanced prin-
ciples of measurement radial and vectored magnetic fields are
shown, and a simple experiment is carried out to measure and
visualize magnetic field distribution from the magnetic source
with a spherical magnetic CT probe.
II. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
As is well known, the projection of an unknown field
is obtained by the following parallel line integral
equation, where the field can be easily reconstructed and
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Fig. 1. Measuring target of magnetic flux distribution.
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional magnetic CT probe [3] and its principle.




where is the projection of the unknown field along the line
and are the rotated coordinates of and with as the
angle in Fig. 2.
In the reconstruction processing from obtained projection
data, the filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm [2] is utilized
generally, which is one of the reconstruction techniques.
Accordingly, after the whole projection is scanned around the
field, obtained projection data is resolved numerically by use of
the FBP method.
Applying this method to the magnetic field, the line integra-
tion of magnetic flux distribution can be obtained as an
induced ac voltage between terminals of every each slender coil
shown in Fig. 2. This figure also introduces the magnetic CT
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Fig. 3. Multilayered magnetic CT probe [5].
Fig. 4. Measurement system of full electronic magnetic CT probe.
probe in which many coils are arranged in parallel and the pro-
jection of the target magnetic flux under the circular plane can
be evaluated.
On the other hand, (1) can be rewritten as a phasor notation
under the time-varying field
(3)
where is the angular frequency of the objective field. Also
and are the same variables as in (1).
From (3), the 2-D magnetic field distribution is reconstructed
on a circular region. If the parameter is taken as
, reconstructed magnetic flux distribution per unit area leads
to a square of . To get the reconstructed distribution by use of
the FBP method, the solution is given from the following equa-
tion, where the projection data is calculated with filter function
(4)
(5)
where is the rotation angle and frequency is the Fourier com-
ponent of .
Although this equation requires probe rotation, it can reach
the solution by using a multilayered CT probe, as shown in Fig. 3
[5]. In this probe, the same probes are stacked with pitch,
and all projection data is gathered by means of switching a cir-
cuit at a time. Fig. 4 shows the schematic measurement systems.
Because of the structure of the wiring between probe and mul-
tiplexer, it is easy to set this probe on the region we want to
measure.
Fig. 5. From the plane-type to the spherical CT probe. (a) Plane type.
(b) Spherical type.
Fig. 6. Experimental target and CT probe.
III. SPHERICAL MAGNETIC CT PROBE
Basically, the line integration is always obtained along the
straight line like an X-ray. But in case of the magnetic field, the
line integration of magnetic flux is obtained along the coil. In
other words, it is applicable to a curvilinear line by making a
CT probe which detects radial components of the magnetic flux
from the source.
Fig. 5 gives the idea of a spherical magnetic CT probe.
Fig. 5(a) is the plane-type CT probe which can detect the
axial direction. On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) is the spherical one
which detects radial direction. By use of this spherical probe,
measured data is reconstructed on the spherical surface.
Although it is difficult to measure a field on the spherical
surface with other magnetic sensors by the curvilinear scanning,
the multilayered spherical CT probe enables us to measure a
radial magnetic field distribution with the full electronic mode
and nonmechanical movement.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to demonstrate the validity of spherical magnetic CT
probe, a simple experiment has been carried out. Fig. 6 shows
the detail of a sample object for the purpose of measurement
magnetic field distribution. The probe terminals are connected
with a lock-in voltmeter, and acquired ac voltage is input to
the computer and calculated. Because the spherical multilayer
probe has not been made yet, to obtain some angular projection
data, the one-layer spherical probe is rotated mechanically in
this time.
Table I shows the detail of the spherical magnetic CT probe.
Fig. 7 shows the observed projection data (rms of the ac
voltage), and the result of the reconstructed magnetic flux dis-
tribution on spherical surface (plotted in a Cartesian coordinate
system) is shown in Fig. 8. Since the reconstruction per unit
area is a little different in every place on the spherical surface, it
is necessary to carry out the area correction in the postprocess.
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TABLE I
STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC SPHERICAL CT PROBE
Fig. 7. Projection data of spherical magnetic CT probe.
Fig. 8. Reconstructed magnetic field distribution.
To check this scheme, the reconstruction result was compared
with the other two methods, where one is the search coil and
the other is the finite-element method FEM (Maxwell-2D); see
Fig. 6 and Table I. Fig. 9 shows the comparison result between
these results on the curved line at in Fig. 8, and it has
been cleared that these results are in the same order.
Fig. 9. Comparison between measured data and FEM result.
V. CONCLUSION
The measurement and visualization of a radial vectored mag-
netic field distribution by means of the magnetic CT method has
been reported. Using this probe, a radial vectored magnetic field
is measured at a time. After signal processing, the objective field
distribution is reconstructed with a CT algorithm. Employing
the multilayered CT probe, the procedure for getting all of the
projection data can be done in the electronic mode without me-
chanical moving.
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